SCCIC Bibliography: Regional Connector
LA Quadrangle

IC ID#: LA6087        DATE: 1996        PAGES 49
AUTHOR: Lisecki, Lee
FIRM: Myra L. Frank & Associates, Inc.
TITLE: The Metropolitan Water District Of Southern California Headquarters Facility Project Archival Documentation For The Southern Ramp And Service Wing At Union Station, Los Angeles
AREA: 4.3 ac
SITES: none

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO: Union Station/National Register Historic Places

IC ID#: LA6340        DATE: 2001        PAGES 19
AUTHOR: Wlodarski, Robert J.
FIRM: Historical,Environmental,Archaeological,Research,Team (H.E.A.R.T)
TITLE: A Phase I Archaeological Study For 625 North Hill Street (Castellar Apartments) City of Los Angeles, Los Angeles County, California
AREA: 1 ac
SITES: none

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA6343        DATE: 2001        PAGES 10
AUTHOR: Foster, John M.
FIRM: Greenwood and Associates
TITLE: Archaeological Monitor Report: Sewer Line Trenching for the Avila Adobe Interpretive Center, El Pueblo de Los Angeles
AREA: 4 ac
SITES: 19-000887

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:
SCCIC Bibliography: Regional Connector
LA Quadrangle

IC ID#: LA6351    DATE: 2001    PAGES 4
AUTHOR Unknown
FIRM: Earthtouch, LLC
TITLE: Nextel Communications CA-7837A/Onizuka 332 2nd Street Los Angeles, California
AREA: 1 ac
SITES: none
QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA6375    DATE: 2002    PAGES 4
AUTHOR Sylvia, Barbara
FIRM: Caltrans District 7
TITLE: Highway Project To close Vignes Street on-ramp and the Hewitt Street on-/off ramps to US-101 and to construct new on-/off ramps to the south at Garey Street in the City of
AREA: 1 limi
SITES: None
QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA6382    DATE: 1999    PAGES 340
AUTHOR Goldberg, Susan K., Bradley J. Adams, Carole Denardo, Scott A. Williams, Marilyn J.
TITLE: The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California Headquarters Facility Project
The People of Yaanga?: Archaeological Investigations at CA-LAN-1575/H
AREA: 0 ac
SITES: 19-001575H
QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:
SCCIC Bibliography: Regional Connector LA Quadrangle

IC ID#: LA6841  DATE: 2003  PAGES 228
AUTHOR Unknown
FIRM: Sapphos Environmental, Inc.
AREA: 4 ac
SITES: None
QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO: Map location hand drawn, 19-000007H, 19-002741, 19-100301, 19-120028, 19-

IC ID#: LA7178  DATE: 2001  PAGES 57
AUTHOR Unknown
FIRM: William Self Associates
TITLE: Report on Cultural Resources Mitigation and Monitoring Activities Fluor/Level (3) Los Angeles Local Loops
AREA: 200 ac
SITES: 19-003356, 19-003337, 19-003338, 19-003339, 19-003340
QUADNAME: Beverly Hills, Los Angeles, Hollywood
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA7533  DATE: 2004  PAGES 57
AUTHOR McKenna, Jeanette A.
FIRM: McKenna et al.
TITLE: Archaeological/Paleontological Monitoring at 3rd Street: and San Pedro
AREA: ~1 ac
SITES: None
QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:
SCCIC Bibliography: Regional Connector
LA Quadrangle

IC ID#: LA7547  DATE: 2003  PAGES 25
AUTHOR Whiley, David S.
FIRM: W & S Consultants
TITLE: Phase I Archaeological Survey/Class III Inventory for the Hall of Justice Study Area, Los Angeles, Los Angeles County, California
AREA: ~2 ac
SITES: None

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA7551  DATE: 2006  PAGES 37
AUTHOR Foster, John M. and Kronzek, Lynn C.
FIRM: Greenwood and Associates
TITLE: Mitigation of Impacts on an Archaeological Feature in the Winery El Pueblo de Los Angeles Historical Monument
AREA: 1 ac
SITES: None

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO: Mentions Features 1 and 2 as being sites, but no primary number, or DFR forms

IC ID#: LA7546  DATE: 2006  PAGES 7
AUTHOR Foster, John
FIRM: Greenwood and Associates
TITLE: Archaeological Monitoring Program Final Report, La Placita Renovation and Winery Restroom Project, Los Angeles, California
AREA: <1 ac
SITES: 19-000882

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:
SCCIC Bibliography: Regional Connector
LA Quadrangle

IC ID#: LA7545          DATE: 2006          PAGES 24
AUTHOR: Slawson, Dana N.
FIRM: Greenwood and Associates
TITLE: Mitigation of Impacts on the Zanja Madre Archaeological Feature, La Placita
AREA: <1 ac
SITES: None

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO: Excavation of segment of Zanja Madre

IC ID#: LA7556          DATE: 2006          PAGES 17
AUTHOR: Slawson, Dana N.
FIRM: Greenwood and Associates
TITLE: Archaeological Monitoring Report Earthquake Repair and Replacement Sewer Unit 338
(W.O. E2003260) El Pueblo de Los Angeles and Environs Los Angeles, California
AREA: ~309 ft
SITES: 19-100515

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA7557          DATE: 2006          PAGES 14
AUTHOR: Slawson, Dana N.
FIRM: Greenwood and Associates
TITLE: Archaeological Monitoring Report Sewer Line Repair Project El Pueblo de Los Angeles
and Environs Los Angeles, California
AREA: ~309 ft
SITES: 19-100515

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:
SCCIC Bibliography: Regional Connector
LA Quadrangle

IC ID#: LA7558  DATE: 2004  PAGES 19
AUTHOR Hale, Alice and Savastio, Scott
FIRM: Greenwood and Associates
TITLE: Archaeological Monitor Report Alameda Street Improvements
AREA: ~3000 ft
SITES: 19-000007x

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA8026  DATE: 1985  PAGES 17
AUTHOR Carrico, Richard
FIRM: WESTEC Services, Inc.
TITLE: Treatment Plan for Potential Cultural Resources within Proposed Metro Rail Subway Station Locations in Metropolitan Los Angeles, California
AREA: ~80 ac
SITES: None

QUADNAME: Los Angeles, Hollywood
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA8515  DATE: 2005  PAGES 40
AUTHOR Wuellner, Margarita J.
FIRM: EDAW, Inc.
TITLE: Historical Evaluation Report for the Downtown Bus Maintenance and Inspection Facility, Los Angeles, California
AREA: 2.5 ac
SITES: 19-186945

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:
SCCIC Bibliography: Regional Connector
LA Quadrangle

IC ID#: LA8516        DATE: 2004        PAGES 12
AUTHOR McKenna, Jeanette A.
    FIRM: McKenna et al.
TITLE: Re: 3rd and San Pedro Archaeological Monitoring (Addendum)
AREA: unknown
SITES: None
QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA8525        DATE: 2004        PAGES 9
AUTHOR Rehberger, Linda H. and Peter Messick
    FIRM: Greenwood and Associates
TITLE: Archaeological Monitoring Report, Veteran Memorial, El Pueblo de Los Angeles,
       Los Angeles Street and Alameda Street, Los Angeles, California
AREA: < 1 ac
SITES: None
QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA8532        DATE: 2004        PAGES 6
AUTHOR Hale, Alice and Scott Savastio
    FIRM: Greenwood and Associates
TITLE: Archaeological Monitor Report: The Plaza House, 507-511 North Main Street, Los
       Angeles, California
AREA: < 1 ac
SITES: 19-002891, El Pueblo NRH District (NPA 72000231), Plaza House Hotel, Brunswig Drug
       Company, Brunswig Annex, Old Plaza Church, Antique Block, Urequides Adobe, Pio Pico
       Townhouse, Baric Adobe, Pio Pico Townhouse Refuse Deposit, Los Angeles Gas Works
QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:
SCCIC Bibliography: Regional Connector
LA Quadrangle

IC ID#: LA8541  DATE: 2005  PAGES 13
AUTHOR Bonner, Wayne H.
FIRM: MBA
TITLE: Cultural Resource Records Search Results and Site Visit for Cingular Telecommunications
Facility Candidate LA-057-01,
(EL-005-01), DWP Equipment Yard, 433 East Temple Avenue, Los Angeles, Los
Angeles County, California
AREA: < 1 ac
SITES: None

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA8910  DATE: 2007  PAGES 52
AUTHOR Messick, Peter and Alice E. Hale
FIRM: Greenwood and Associates
TITLE: Archaeological Monitoring Report Mangrove Parking Lot Project, Los Angeles,
AREA: 1.75 ac
SITES: 19-003588

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:
SCCIC Bibliography: Regional Connector LA Quadrangle

IC ID#: LA1071     DATE: 1981     PAGES 45
AUTHOR  Singer, Clay A.
        FIRM: Northridge Archaeological Research Center
TITLE: Preliminary Historic Archaeological Investigations at the Los Angeles Plaza Church
AREA: 1 ac
SITES: 19-001112

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA110     DATE: 1974     PAGES 4
AUTHOR  Clewlow, C. William Jr.
        FIRM: University of California Archaeological Survey
TITLE: Report on the Archaeological Resources of Job No. 4059 for Ultrasystems, Inc.
AREA:
SITES: None

QUADNAME: Hollywood
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA1424     DATE: 1984     PAGES 40
AUTHOR  Padon, Beih, Rod Raschke and Roger Hatheway
        FIRM:
TITLE: Cultural Resource Assessment of the Proposed Los Angeles Federal Center, Los Angeles, California
AREA: 29 ac
SITES: None

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:
SCCIC Bibliography: Regional Connector
LA Quadrangle

IC ID#: LA1577  DATE: 1985  PAGES 40

AUTHOR  Anonymous
FIRM: Westec Services, Inc.
TITLE: Identification Study for Cultural Resources Within Proposed Metro Rail Subway Station Locations in Metropolitan Los Angeles, CA
AREA:
SITES: 19-000007

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
Hollywood
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA1578  DATE: 1983  PAGES 39

AUTHOR  Anonymous
FIRM: Westec Services, Inc.
AREA: 18 ac
SITES: None

QUADNAME: 1103
Burbank
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA1609  DATE: 1986  PAGES 75

AUTHOR  Padon, Beth
FIRM: LSA Associates, Inc.
TITLE: Los Angeles Outpatient Clinic Veterans Administration Archaeological Assessment Report Phase II
AREA: 2 ac
SITES: None

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:
SCCIC Bibliography: Regional Connector
LA Quadrangle

IC ID#: LA1642
DATE: 1980
PAGES 225

AUTHOR: Costello, Julia G.
FIRM: Science Applications Inc.
TITLE: Los Angeles Downtown People Mover Program Archaeological Resources Survey: Phase II Evaluation of Significance and Recommendations for Future Actions
AREA:
SITES: Historic structures

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA1643
DATE: 1981
PAGES 150

AUTHOR: Costello, Julia G.
FIRM:
TITLE: Los Angeles Downtown People Mover Program Archaeological Resources Survey Phase
AREA:
SITES: None

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO: Hollywood

IC ID#: LA1997
DATE: 1990
PAGES 84

AUTHOR: Anonymous
FIRM: Environmental Science Assoc.
TITLE: First Street North Draft Environmental Impact Report
AREA: 8 ac
SITES: None

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:
SCCIC Bibliography: Regional Connector LA Quadrangle

IC ID#: LA2028    DATE: 1974    PAGES 40
AUTHOR Clewlow, Carl
FIRM: Ultrasystems, Inc.
TITLE: Draft Environmental Impact Report Bank of America Service Center Los Angeles,
AREA: 10 ac
SITES: None
QUADNAME: Hollywood
         Los Angeles
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA2321    DATE: 1989    PAGES 66
FIRM: California Department of Parks and Recreation
TITLE: Report and Analysis of Cremated Human Remains from CA-LAN-840
AREA:
SITES: 19-000840
QUADNAME: Malibu Beach
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA2512    DATE: 1991    PAGES 34
AUTHOR Norwood, Richard H.
FIRM: RT Factfinders
TITLE: Phase II Cultural Resource Evaluation for Historic Site LAN-1990 H the Winchester-Graham Property Lancaster, California
AREA:
SITES: 19-001990H
QUADNAME: Lancaster
MEMO:
SCCIC Bibliography: Regional Connector
LA Quadrangle

IC ID#: LA2519   DATE: 1960   PAGES 23
AUTHOR: Owen, J. Thomas
FIRM: Historical Society of Southern California
TITLE: The Church by the Plaza: A History of the Pueblo Church of Los Angeles
AREA:
SITES: 19-001112

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA2567   DATE: 1979   PAGES 18
AUTHOR: CHACE, PAUL G.
FIRM: Paul G. Chace and Associates
TITLE: Assessment of AN Archaeological Feature Beneath the Merced Theatre Building, El Pueblo De Los Angeles State Historic Park
AREA:
SITES: El Pueblo State Historic Park, National Register

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA2692   DATE: 1985   PAGES 45
AUTHOR: PADON, BETH, ROD RASCHKE, AND ROGER HATHOWAY
FIRM:
TITLE: Final Environmental Impact Statement Los Angeles Federal Center Master Plan
AREA:
SITES: None

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:
SCCIC Bibliography: Regional Connector LA Quadrangle

IC ID#: LA2712    DATE: 1978    PAGES 90
AUTHOR Haey, Geme
FIRM: CALTRANS
TITLE: Archaeological Survey Report for the El Monte Busway Extension in the City of Los Angeles, Los Angeles County, California
AREA: 
SITES: None
QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA2713    DATE: 1980    PAGES 75
AUTHOR Weitze, Karen J.
FIRM: CALTRANS
TITLE: Aliso Street Historical Report El Monte Busway Extension in the City of Los Angeles 07-LA-101 P.M.O. to 5 07202-417801
AREA: 
SITES: None
QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA2768    DATE: 1989    PAGES 72
AUTHOR DILLON, BRIAN. AND ROY SALLS
FIRM: 
TITLE: Draft Environmental Impact Report Central City West Specific Plan
AREA: 465 ac
SITES: None
QUADNAME: Hollywood
Los Angeles
MEMO:
SCCIC Bibliography: Regional Connector
LA Quadrangle

IC ID#: LA2892        DATE: 1993        PAGES 17
AUTHOR    Stone, David and Robert Sheets
FIRM: Science International Corporation
TITLE: Phase I Archaeological Survey Report Pacific Pipeline Project Santa Barbara Coastal Reroutes Ethnohistoric Village Placement Locations
AREA:    
SITES:    
QUADNAME: Long Beach South Gate
MEMO:    

IC ID#: LA2950        DATE: 1992        PAGES 356
AUTHOR    Anonymous
FIRM: Peak and Associates
TITLE: Consolidated Report: Cultural Resource Studies for the Proposed Pacific Pipeline Project
AREA: 172 ac
SITES: See Report
QUADNAME: See Report
MEMO:    

IC ID#: LA2966        DATE: 1993        PAGES 31
AUTHOR    Anonymous
FIRM: Geotransit Consultants
TITLE: Draft Stage I Environmental Site Assessment Eastside Extension (from Whittier Boulevard and Atlantic Boulevard Intersection to Union Station area) Metro Red Line
AREA: 7 li mi
SITES:    
QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:
SCCIC Bibliography: Regional Connector
LA Quadrangle

IC ID#: LA3151  DATE: 1994  PAGES 224
AUTHOR Dillon, Brian D.
FIRM: 
TITLE: Alameda District Plan, Los Angeles California: Prehistoric and Early Historic Archaeological Research
AREA: 68 ac
SITES: 19-000007,19-000887,19-001112,19-001575

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA3197  DATE: 1976  PAGES 36
AUTHOR GIERKE, FREDRICK JAMES
FIRM: Archaeology Laboratory, Spring Quarter
TITLE: Avila Adobe 1971 Excavation Potsherds
AREA: 
SITES: None

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA3496  DATE: n.d.  PAGES 65
AUTHOR Anonymous
FIRM: Unknown
TITLE: Draft Environmental Impact Report Transit Corridor Specific Plan Park Mile Specific Plan Amendments
AREA: 18.6 li mi
SITES: 19-000159,19-001945

QUADNAME: Burbank, Beverly Hills, Los Angeles, Van Nuys, Hollywood
MEMO: Indexed. No specific location map provided. Site mapped.
SCCIC Bibliography: Regional Connector
LA Quadrangle

IC ID#: LA3510  DATE: 1983  PAGES 20
AUTHOR Knight, Al
FIRM: Westec Services, Inc.
TITLE: Technical Report Archaeological Resources Los Angeles Rail Rapid Transit Project
"Metro Rail" Draft Environmental Statement and Environmental Impact Report
AREA: 20 ac
SITES: 19-000007,19-000887,19-000159, 19-001945

QUADNAME: Los Angeles, Beverly Hills, Hollywood
Burbank, Van Nuys
MEMO: Indexed. No specific location map provided. Sites mapped.

IC ID#: LA4238  DATE: 1998  PAGES 5
AUTHOR Conkling, Steve
FIRM: LSA Associates, Inc.
TITLE: Results of Cultural Resources Monitoring, L.A. Cellular Cell Site R107, at the Intersection
of West First Street and South Hill Street, City and County of Los Angeles
AREA: <1ac
SITES: 19-100301

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA4262  DATE: 1987  PAGES 124
AUTHOR Berger, Louis
FIRM: The Cultural Resource Group
TITLE: Zanja No. 3: Brick Culvert Historic American Engineering Record Documentation at the
Proposed Federal Center Complex Los Angeles, California
AREA: 2 ac
SITES: 19-000887

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:
SCCIC Bibliography: Regional Connector LA Quadrangle

IC ID#: LA4447
DATE: 1999
PAGES 63

AUTHOR: Anonymous
FIRM: Myra L. Frank & Associates
TITLE: Los Angeles County Demolition of Buildings Between Spring Street and New High Street
AREA:
SITES: None

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA4623
DATE: 1986
PAGES 89

AUTHOR: Unknown
FIRM: General Services Administration
TITLE: Los Angeles Federal Center Project: Determination of Effect on National Register
AREA: 11.1 ac
SITES: 19-171159, 19-170973, 19-167020, 19-173080, 19-173174, 19-173225
19-173078, 19-167499, 19-166939, 19-167278, 19-166858, 19-167010, 19-166891

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA4836
DATE: 2000
PAGES 319

AUTHOR: Science Applications International Corporation
FIRM:
TITLE: Phase I Archaeological Survey Along onshore Portions of the Global West Fiber Optic Cable Project
AREA: 200 miles
SITES: none

QUADNAME: South Gate, Venice, Hollywood, Inglewood, Los Angeles
MEMO:
SCCIC Bibliography: Regional Connector
LA Quadrangle

IC ID#: LA5129    DATE: 2000    PAGES 9

AUTHOR Greenwood, Roberta S.
FIRM: Greenwood and Associates
TITLE: Archaeological Monitoring at La Golondrina Café, Olvera Street, Pueblo De Los Angeles State Historic Park
AREA: 1 ac
SITES: 19-157020, 19-167820

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA5131    DATE: 1999    PAGES 4

AUTHOR Iverson, Gary
FIRM: Caltrans District 7
TITLE: Negative Archaeological Survey Report: 119910
AREA: <=.25 li mi
SITES: none

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA5203    DATE: 2001    PAGES 9

AUTHOR Foster, John M.
FIRM: Greenwood And Associates
TITLE: Archaeological Monitoring Report: Soil Test Pit Excavation for the Siqueiros Mural Project, El Pueblo de Los Angeles
AREA: <5 ac
SITES: none

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:
SCCIC Bibliography: Regional Connector
LA Quadrangle

IC ID#: LA5413  DATE: 2000  PAGES 9
AUTHOR Lepia, Philippe
FIRM: LSA Associates, Inc.
TITLE: Cultural Resource Assessment for Pacific Bell Mobile Services Facility LA 263-02,
County of Los Angeles, CA
AREA: <1 ac
SITES: none
QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA5426  DATE: 2001  PAGES 14
AUTHOR Hale, Alice
FIRM: Caltrans District 7
TITLE: Negative HPSR form: Central Ave. Improvements
AREA: 2 ac
SITES: none
QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA5433  DATE: 2001  PAGES 7
AUTHOR Slawson, Dana N.
FIRM: Greenwood & Associates
TITLE: EXPOSURE OF BRICK REMAINS ALONG CENTRAL AVENUE LITTLE TOKYO,
CITY OF LOS ANGELES
AREA: <1 ac
SITES: none
QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:
SCCIC Bibliography: Regional Connector
LA Quadrangle

IC ID#: LA6358
DATE: 2002
PAGES 42
AUTHOR Hale, Alice
FIRM: Greenwood and Associates
TITLE: Archaeological Monitor Report Chinatown Branch Library 639 North Hill Street Los Angeles, California
AREA: 1 ac
SITES: 19-002959

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA6362
DATE: 1994
PAGES 35
AUTHOR Borg, Roger
FIRM: Caltrans District 7
TITLE: Finding of Effect on Historic Properties Arroyo Seco Parkway and Four Level Interchange
AREA: 6 li mi
SITES: None

QUADNAME: Los Angeles, Hollywood
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA6381
DATE: 1993
PAGES 33
AUTHOR Byrens, Joan
FIRM: General Services Administration, Region 9
TITLE: General Services Administration Design and Installation of Security Measures for the United States Courthouse Located at 312 North Spring Street, Los Angeles, California
AREA: 1 ac
SITES: None

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO: No map provided, mapped by reference
SCCIC Bibliography: Regional Connector
LA Quadrangle

IC ID#: LA6840  DATE: 2003  PAGES 68
AUTHOR Budinger, Fred E., Jr.
FIRM: Tetra, Tech, Inc.
TITLE: Phase I Archaeological Survey Former Aliso Street MCP Site Los Angeles, California
AREA: 52 ac
SITES: None

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO: 22 site within .5 miles are mentioned in report

IC ID#: LA7527  DATE: 2006  PAGES 50
AUTHOR Feldman, Jessica B., Lemon, David, and Hope, Andrew
FIRM: Myra L. Frank & Associates, Inc./California Department of Transp
TITLE: Caltrans Statewide Historic Bridge Inventory Update Tunnels
AREA: 0
SITES: 19-187739, 19-187740, 19-187741, 19-187742, 19-187743, 19-187744, 19-187745,

QUADNAME: Los Angeles, Malibu, Beach, Condor Peak, Agua Dulce, Mt. Baldy, Beverly Hills, Van
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA7552  DATE: 2000  PAGES 7
AUTHOR Hale, Alice
FIRM: Greenwood and Associates
Olvera Street, El Pueblo de Los Angeles
AREA: ~25 ac

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
IC ID#: LA7550        DATE: 2004        PAGES 76
AUTHOR: Miro, Vanessa and Gust, Sherri
FIRM: Cogstone Resource Management Inc.
TITLE: Archaeological and Paleontological Monitoring Report for the Grand Avenue Realignment Project, Los Angeles, California
AREA: ~5 ac
SITES: 19-003129H

QUADNAME: Los Angeles, Hollywood
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA7555        DATE: 2004        PAGES 4
AUTHOR: Hale, Alice
FIRM: Greenwood and Associates
TITLE: Inspection of Auger Bore Samples for the Coyote Pass Geotechnical Project
AREA: ~7.5 ac
SITES: None

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA7544        DATE: 2006        PAGES 15
AUTHOR: Fester, John M.
FIRM: Greenwood and Associates
TITLE: Archaeological Monitoring Program, Alameda Street/North Spring Street Arterial Redesign-Phase 1, California
AREA: <1600 ft
SITES: 19-100542, 19-000007, 19-000887

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO: 30 sites within 1/2 mile radius of project area
SCCIC Bibliography: Regional Connector
LA Quadrangle

IC ID#: LA7888  DATE: 2004  PAGES 52
AUTHOR Strauss, Monica
FIRM: EDAW, Inc.
TITLE: Archaeological Resources Assessment for the Proposed Public Safety Facilities Master Plan Project, City of Los Angeles, California
AREA: 36 ac
SITES: 19-003347, 19-186944, 17 sites listed on pages 27 and 28

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA8519  DATE: 1997  PAGES 50
AUTHOR Various
FIRM: Micropaleo Consultants, Georesources Associates, Beta Analytic
TITLE: The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California Headquarters Facility Project; Union Station, Los Angeles, California
AREA: 1.5 ac
SITES: None

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO: Firms cont'd: Paleo Environmental Associates

IC ID#: LA8514  DATE: 2004  PAGES 81
AUTHOR Gregory, Carrie and Margarita Wuellner
FIRM: EDAW, Inc.
TITLE: Historical Assessment and Technical Report for the Proposed Public Safety Facilities Master Plan, Los Angeles, California
AREA: 36 ac

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:
IC ID#: LA8969  DATE: 2007  PAGES 34
AUTHOR Warren, Keith
FIRM: Applied Earthworks, Inc.
TITLE: Results of Archaeological Monitoring for the New Police Administration Building
AREA: <1 ac
SITES: 19-003091

QUADNAME: Hollywood, Los Angeles
MEMO:
SCCIC Bibliography: Regional Connector
Hollywood Quadrangle

IC ID#: LA110        DATE: 1974        PAGES: 4
AUTHOR: Clewlow, C. William Jr.
FIRM: University of California Archaeological Survey
TITLE: Report on the Archaeological Resources of Job No. 4059 for Ultrasystems, Inc.
AREA: 
SITES: None

QUADNAME: Hollywood
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA1578        DATE: 1983        PAGES: 39
AUTHOR: Anonymous
FIRM: Westec Services, Inc.
AREA: 18 ac
SITES: None

QUADNAME: 1103
          Burbank
MEMO:

IC ID#: LA1642        DATE: 1980        PAGES: 225
AUTHOR: Costello, Julia G.
FIRM: Science Applications Inc.
TITLE: Los Angeles Downtown People Mover Program Archaeological Resources Survey: Phast II Evaluation of Significance and Recommendations for Future Actions
AREA: 
SITES: Historic structures

QUADNAME: Los Angeles
MEMO:
SCCIC Bibliography: Regional Connector
Hollywood Quadrangle

IC ID#: LA1741     DATE: 1989     PAGES: 75

AUTHOR: Dillon, Brian D.
FIRM:
TITLE: Archaeological and Paleontological Reconnaissance and Impact Evaluation of the Central City West Study Area Los Angeles, California
AREA: 350 ac
SITES: None

QUADNAME: Hollywood
Los Angeles

MEMO:

IC ID#: LA2028     DATE: 1974     PAGES: 40

AUTHOR: Clewlow, Carl
FIRM: Ultrasystems, Inc.
TITLE: Draft Environmental Impact Report Bank of America Service Center Los Angeles, California
AREA: 10 ac
SITES: None

QUADNAME: Hollywood
Los Angeles

MEMO:

IC ID#: LA2768     DATE: 1989     PAGES: 72

AUTHOR: DILLON, BRIAN, AND ROY SALLS
FIRM:
TITLE: Draft Environmental Impact Report Central City West Specific Plan
AREA: 465 ac
SITES: None

QUADNAME: Hollywood
Los Angeles

MEMO: